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Introduction to Kingship and Favoritism in the Spain of Philip III, 1598-1621
Abstract
"I am writing at the end of an era and the beginning of another about a monarch [Philip III] who never
became a real king [de un monarca que acabó de ser rey antes de empezar a reinar]." These words, written by
one of the most distinguished and influential seventeenth-century Spanish authors, Francisco de Quevedo,
represent perhaps the most famous derogatory statement ever made about Philip III of Spain (1598-1621).
Quevedo's sharp criticism extended to the royal privado, Don Francisco Gomez de Sandoval y Rojas, better
known as the Duke of Lerma, and also to his allies and clients, all of whom Quevedo viewed as corrupt and
inept. More than personal criticism, Quevedo's words were uttered at a time when the worth of an entire era
was assessed in terms of the character and deeds of the individuals in charge of public affairs. By this criterion,
Quevedo's appraisal of Philip Ill, Lerma, and their allies was truly devastating. His denunciation of the king
and his closest advisers relegated Philip Ill's reign to a position of no historical significance, in no way
comparable to the reign of Philip Ill's father, the "extraordinary" Philip II.
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Introduction 
"I am writing at the end of an era and the beginning of another about a monarch 
[Philip III] who never became a real king [ de un monarca que acab6 de ser rey antes de 
empezar a reinar]." 1 These words, written by one of the most distinguished and 
influential seventeenth-century Spanish authors, Francisco de Quevedo, represent 
perhaps the most famous derogatory statement ever made about Philip III of Spain 
(1598-1621). Quevedo's sharp criticism extended to the royalprivado,2 Don Fran­
cisco Gomez de Sandoval y Rojas, better known as the Duke ofLerma,3 and also to 
his allies and clients, all of whom Quevedo viewed as corrupt and inept. More than 
personal criticism, Quevedo's words were uttered at a time when the worth of an 
entire era was assessed in terms of the character and deeds of the individuals in 
charge of public affairs. By this criterion, Quevedo's appraisal of Philip Ill, Lerma, 
and their allies was truly devastating. His denunciation of the king and his closest 
advisers relegated Philip Ill's reign to a position of no historical significance, 
in no way comparable to the reign of Philip Ill's father, the "extraordinary" 
Philip II. 
But Quevedo's words cannot be read as an impartial assessment of Philip Hi's 
reign. Rather, they must be understood within the context of contemporary 
ideological debates about Philip Ill's and Lerma's character and the nature of their 
government. Quevedo was neither the first nor the last to criticize them. Portrayals 
of Philip as a weak ruler, the puppet of an ambitious and corrupt favorite, appeared 
already during the very first years of his reign. Accustomed to the style of Philip's 
father, who ruled without publicly recognizing the assistance of his favorites, some 
of Philip Ill's subjects saw in his recognition of Lerma a clear indication that the 
new king would imitate fifteenth-century Castilian monarchs rather than his 
1 Grandes anales de quince d{as, in Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas, Obras comp/etas, ed. Felicidad 
Buendia, 2 vols. (Madrid, 1960), vol. 1, pp. 816-55; quotation at p. 817. Quotations from Spanish 
documents are given in English translation. Difficult, potentially controversial words and concepts 
are, however, inserted in Spanish following the translation. All translations are mine, unless otherwise 
noted. 
2 The term "royal favorite" or "favorite" has at least three Spanish synonyms: favorito, privado, and 
valido. Throughout the book I use all three to refer to Lerma as Philip Ill's favorite and in discussing 
early modern theories of favorites. 
3 For clarity I refer hereafter to Don Francisco Gomez de Sandoval y Rojas as "Lerma" or "the Duke of 
Lerma" even though he did not obtain this title until 1599. 







